H.264 video compression standard has achieved great success in real life applications. It has been widely used for video streaming and video storage. Even Bluray Disc (BD) adopts H.264 as its specifications. However, the next generation of video compression standard HEVC is completed in 2013. Under the same subjective quality, HEVC can save about 50% bitrate compared with H.264 [1] . Thus, Abstr act. Owing to the high compression efficiency improvement of High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) standard, it is expected as a successor to H.264. The widely usage of H.264 today and the expected future adoption of HEVC raises a new demand for H.264 to HEVC transcoding. An efficient transcoding way is necessary. In this paper, the proposed pixel domain transcoding architecture reuses the coding information such as motion vector, prediction mode and residual coefficient extracted from the H.264 decoder. An adaptive search range algorithm for motion estimation and several CU/PU pruning strategies for mode decision are proposed to speed up the encoder. The experimental results show that our proposed transcoding scheme can maintain the coding performance and save about 40% encoding time.
Intr oduction
With the improvement of video coding technology, storage capacity, display resolutions, and CPU processing capabilities, the applications of multimedia systems become wider and more popular. Therefore, how to efficiently provide video contents to users under different constraints is very important. Video transcoding is one of the efficient solutions to this problem. The transcoding technique provides video adaption in terms of bitrate reduction, resolution reduction, and format conversion.
HEVC can be expected as a successor to H.264 and the demand for transcoding from H.264 to HEVC arises.
The basic concept of video transcoding is to convert a compressed video bitstream to another representation. Video transcoding can be categorized into homogeneous transcoding and heterogeneous transcoding. Homogeneous video transcoding converts original video to the same video standard but with different bitrates, resolutions, or frame rates. Heterogeneous video transcoding converts a video to another video standard. In this work, we focus on the heterogeneous transcoding from H.264 to HEVC. The simplest transcoder is constructed by cascading a decoder which is for the input bitstream with an encoder which outputs the target bitstream. This architecture is usually referred to cascaded pixel domain transcoder (CPDT) [2] . In general, a large amount of encoding time is consumed on motion estimation (ME) and mode decision (MD) in a video encoder. However, a full encoding process including ME and MD is performed in CPDT architecture. An efficient way to reduce the complexity during transcoding is required. A typical transcoder from H.264 to HEVC with fast encoding schemes is shown in Fig. 1 .
Many works had been proposed [3] - [5] by reusing the decoder information such as motion vector (MV) or mode information to reduce the transcoding complexity for previous standards. Most of the works are developed in the case of the same basic coding block size, i.e. 16x16, between standards. However, the structure and size of prediction block in HEVC are much different from H.264. The decoded information mapping should be refined to adapt to HEVC. A complexityscalable [6] and a fast algorithm based on power spectrum rate-distortion optimization [7] are proposed for H.264 to HEVC transcoder. In this work, we propose an adaptive search range selection algorithm and a CU/PU candidates reduction method for H.264 to HEVC transcoding.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly introduces HEVC. Section 3 and section 4 respectively present the proposed fast ME and MD algorithms in detail. Simulation results are shown in section 5 and conclusions are drawn in section 6. In HEVC, the encoder is composed of coding unit (CU), prediction unit (PU), and transform unit (TU). A CU is the basic unit of region partition for inter/intra coding and it is always square. The CU allows recursively splitting a block into four equally sized blocks as a quadtree. In order to improve the flexibility of predictive coding for both small and high resolution videos, CU can take the size from 8x8 up to 64x64. Each CU contains one to four PUs and the size of PU is limited to that of CU. PU is the basic unit for prediction, and prediction information such as motion vector is signaled on a PU basis. For inter coded CUs, four symmetric PU partitions (2Nx2N, Nx2N, 2NxN, and NxN) and four asymmetric partitions (2NxnD, 2NxnU, nLx2N, and nRx2N) are available. The quadtree structure is also adopted for the TU from 4x4 to 32x32.
While encoding a CU, the best PU mode is determined by successively evaluating the rate-distortion (RD) cost of each inter mode and intra mode. HEVC encoder performs a recursive traversal on the CU quadtree. When the encoder examines all candidate modes on current depth, the current depth will be split to sub CU until minimum CU size. The exhaustive search process of CU/PU achieves the best coding efficiency but costs lots of computational complexity. We reduce the PU candidate modes and stop the CU splitting by analyzing the information extracted from H.264 decoder.
HEVC test model (HM 6.1) adopts two ME algorithms, i.e. full search and EPZS (Enhanced Predictive Zonal Search). In HM 6.1, both full search and EPZS apply a fixed search range while encoding. Although the early termination condition in EPZS considerably reduces the computational complexity of ME, we can further reduce the encoding time by reducing the search range properly. In this work, MV information from H.264 decoder is refined and utilized to reduce the search range during ME process in HEVC encoder.
Pr oposed Fast Motion Estimation Algor ithm
With the same ME accuracy (1/4 pixel) between H.264 and HEVC, the H.264 encoded MVs are reused. First we have to map the MVs from H.264 to HEVC. In this work, we let the centroid of block partition as the origin of each H.264 MV. This implies that different positions of centroid represent different modes. The MV with nearest distance from H.264 MV to the centroid of candidate PU is taken as the reference MV (refMV) in this paper. The nearest MV is determined by twodimensional Euclidean distance. If multiple identical distances are found, the topleft one is selected. However, the candidate PU size in HEVC can be larger than an MB (16x16). For PU modes in CU depth 0 and 1, i.e. CU with sizes 64x64 and 32x32, more than one MB is mapped to a PU mode. To reduce the inappropriate-ness of MV mapping, the H.264 MVs are merged in this case. The median of the covered H.264 MVs is adopted as the reference MV when a PU is larger than 16x16. The derivation of refMV is summarized in (1). 
To observe the accuracy of refMV, the distribution of distance between refMV and the HEVC encoded MV is shown in Table 1 . Table 1 shows that refMV is close to HEVC MV in most sequences. But large difference still exists in some cases. Since the refMV can not be directly reused, we prefer to use it to decide the proper search range (SR). The predictor set indicates the start point of ME search, which is called AMVP (Advanced Motion Vector Prediction) in HEVC. The motion vector difference (MVD) is derived from the distance between the best MV and AMVP. If we have any prior knowledge of the MVD value, the best search range can be regarded as MVD as (2) . However, we can obtain MVD only after the ME process. But refMV is available before HEVC encoding. We define a search range predictor (SRP) as (3) which plays a similar role as MVD to investigate the relation between the best SR and SRP. Where the best SR and SRP in (2) and (3) are calculated by twodimensional Euclidean distance. The illustration of AMVP, HEVC MV, and refMV is shown in Fig. 2 From Fig. 3 we can observe that the absolute difference between the best SR and SRP is small, and it prompts us to take SRP as the search range. However, prediction error occurs when SRP is smaller than the best SR. A constant α is employed to reduce the prediction error of search range. The proposed search range is finally determined by (4) . Original SR is the fixed search range in HEVC encoder. Based on the experiments, we set α = 2. Figure 4 shows the average prediction error rate has significant reduction when the proposed search range limitation is adopted. 
Pr oposed Fast Mode Decision Algor ithm
After carrying out a series of experiments, however, it is not easy to find an obvious mode mapping tendency due to the block partition flexibility provided by HEVC. Thus to develop the mode decision algorithm, the mode information should be combined with other decoded information such as amount of partition, residual coefficient. Because the CU size can be larger than an MB, we discuss the mapping between MB and CU separately. When the CU depth is 0 or 1, the block size is larger than an MB, thus multiple MBs are mapped to a CU. On the contrary, only one MB is mapped when CU depth is 2 or 3. Here we group the modes in H.264 into three types for simplicity, i.e. P16MB (inter 16x16, 16x8, 8x16), SubMB (inter 8x8, 8x4, 4x8, 4x4), and IntraMB (intra 4x4, 16x16).
Only one MB is mapped
In CU depth 3, the block size can be ranged from 4x4 to 8x8, this is the same as the SubMB in H.264. Thus we can intuitively split CU to depth 3 only when the mapped MB is SubMB. But this kind of simple mapping will result in poor RD Fig. 3 CDF of difference between the best SR and SRP. The horizontal-axis is the absolute difference between the best SR and SRP, and the vertical-axis is the cumulative distribution performance. The residual coefficient of H.264 decoded MB can be used to jointly determine the current CU partition. Large residual coefficient implies that the MB includes details, and the partition of CU should be smaller to guarantee the prediction accuracy. We define a variable r, which is the ratio of power of an MB over the average MB power in a frame, to decide the homogeneity of an MB. The value of r is set as 1.5 in experience to achieve a good trade-off between RD and time saving. The proposed criterion 1 for CU depth 3 skipping is as follows.
-Criterion 1: In CU depth 2 and 3, we split CU to depth 3 only when the mapped MB is SubMB or the residual power ratio r > 1.5.
The intra mode is selected if inter prediction performs poorly. When the mapped MB is skip mode, this means that inter prediction is good enough. The proposed criterion 2 for intra PU skipping is as follows.
-Criterion 2: In CU depth 2 and 3, we omit the intra PU modes when the mapped MB is skip mode.
Multiple MBs are mapped
We investigate the splitting tendency of CU when 16 MBs are mapped. We observe that CU tends to be further split to smaller partition when there are few skip modes or there are many SubMBs in the mapped 16 MBs. The two observations imply that the encoder will rarely select depth 0 and 1 as the best depth. Therefore, we do not have to search all PU mode candidates in these two depths. The proposed criterion 3 for PU candidates reduction is as follows.
-Criterion 3: In CU depth 0 and 1, only skip mode and inter 2Nx2N mode are examined in RDO when the amount of skip mode is less than 2 or the amount of SubMB is greater than 8 in the mapped 16 MBs. In order to further reduce the complexity of depth 2 and 3, we jointly utilize the partition amount in an MB and the residual coefficient. When the mapped 16 MBs are all zero-blocks, this means that the candidate CU is in a homogeneous region. We can restrict the CU depth to 0 and 1 without sacrificing too much RD performance. Besides, when the partition amount of the 16 mapped MBs is small, the CU tends to be encoded as large partition. The partition amount is 1 in mode 16x16, and it is 2 in mode 16x8, 4 in mode 8x8, and so on. The proposed criterion 4 for CU candidates reduction is as follows.
-Criterion 4: Only CU depth 0 and 1 is searched when all the 16 mapped MBs are zero-blocks and the partition amount is smaller than or equal to 20.
Exper imental Results
In the simulations, the input bitstream is generated from JM 17.2 with QP = 24. The H.264 bitstream is transcoded to HEVC using HM 6.1 with QP = 24, 27, 31, and 35. The simulation environments are listed in Table 2 . The proposed algorithms are compared with the original HM6.1. The experimental results of the proposed fast ME and MD algorithms are shown in Table 3 , respectively. Both the proposed algorithms achieve slight RD losses with about 15% and 30% time saving. Similar results can be found at other QPs. Table 4 shows the performance of overall scheme. The performance in terms of BDrate and BDPSNR [8] are also shown in Table 4 . On average, 40% encoding time can be saved with 1.2% BDrate increase. The good performance demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed algorithms.
Conclusions
This paper proposes a fast inter prediction algorithm including fast motion estimation and mode decision for H.264 to HEVC transcoding. In ME, the search range predictor (SRP) which is close to MVD in HEVC is proposed to determine the search range adaptively. In MD, coding information including skip mode, SubMB, Table 2 Simulation environments Table 3 Performance of the proposed fast ME and MD algorithms at QP = 24 partition amount, and residual coefficient are employed. Several criteria are proposed to stop the CU splitting or reduce the PU candidates. These strategies can achieve about 15% ME and 30% MD time saving, respectively. Simulation results show that the proposed overall scheme can save up to 47% encoding time with negligible bitrate increase.
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